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White
Good evening.  In 24 hours' time part two of Britain's Olympic and Paralympic party gets underway with the opening ceremony of the Paralympics.  My experience - and I have to say I've been to the previous four - is that beforehand professional Jonahs always cast doubt on whether the public has the stomach for another orgy of sport, only to discover that once the games are underway the nation gets its second wind.  Over the next couple of weeks we're going to be reporting on our visually impaired competitors:  athletes like runners Libby Clegg and Jack [indstinct word] for instance and our football and goalball teams.

But tonight we want to concentrate more on the experience of both the Olympics and the Paralympics, not from the perspective of the sports men and women but blind and partially sighted people generally - spectators and volunteers - and also its effect on the future, what about those claims that these would be the most accessible and diverse Olympics and Paralympics ever?

Well the man whose job it is to make sure that such promises are kept is Shaun McCarthy, who's chair of the Commission for Sustainable London 2012.  Shaun, we'll come to some of the detailed points later on but first in the context of visually impaired people what does this accessible and diversity, what does that actually mean in terms of events on this scale?

McCarthy
Okay we would see our role as the watchdog for sustainability as including accessibility and diversity.  The claim from London 2012 was that this would be everybody's games and it's my job, very much, to make sure that it is.  So that's both in terms of the workforce, the contractors' workforce within LOCOG and the volunteers and also the accessibility experience for people of all abilities during the Olympics and the Paralympics.

White
So that means things like transport and what actually happens getting to and once you're in the stadium?

McCarthy
Yes very much so.  Public transport - this is the world's first public transport games - so people getting to the Olympics and also their experience during and after the games.

White
We're only halfway through, do you think it's succeeding in its extravagant claim?

McCarthy
I think it's been more accessible than previous games, I think LOCOG has done a very good job in terms of targeting their workforce and their volunteers but we have seen some issues with regard to accessibility during the games and communication of the right information that I think needs to be improved.

White
Right, well we might hear about some of those now because what about the people who've attended the Olympics, what kind of experience did they have?  Robert Johnson went to a number of events, in fact quite an extraordinary number of events I'd say Robert, he's been e-mailing us about his experiences.  First of all you've been with a companion and a guide dog I think so what were your experiences like?

Johnson
My experiences were fairly mixed.  I think I went into spectating at the Olympics with a realistic view.  I get out and about in London and do other things normally so I know that not everything's perfect but big claims were made about how accessible these games were and I suppose I was expecting something perhaps slightly better than other experiences.

White
So what were the main problems that you faced?

Johnson
One of them is before the games in the provision of information and through the booking systems.  So one example would be on the booking system used in fairly recent times there is a capture device, which is one of the things where you have to write the letters in from the picture or the words are spoken audibly and I haven't spoken to any visually impaired person who can actually get through the audible capture on that.  I know of people who want to go to the Paralympics and can't book tickets and myself I've spent half an hour going through trying to get tickets for things and believe it or not, despite the number of things that I went to, I did miss out on some things I think by...

White
Yeah because I was fairly amazed how many you managed to get but still you're saying this is a way you should have been able to do it independently, you couldn't?

Johnson
Absolutely yes.

White
What other aspects were difficult for you?

Johnson
I think also the consistency of information when onsite at venues - the games makers were absolutely brilliant and full of enthusiasm, they were eager, not just willing, to go the extra mile to help but a lot of the time they just didn't seem to have the information available.  The dedicated games mobility people would have information sometimes but a lot of the time the general games makers wouldn't.

White
And this brings us in a way to your third - your most specific problem which was with audio description, this is audio description specifically provided on the site for various events.  You had quite a lot of difficulty both in using it and in people knowing where it was and how it worked, all that kind of thing?

Johnson
Yes it almost seemed as though everything that could go wrong with audio description did go wrong.  At times staff didn't know that it existed, I then was brought on a couple of occasions a hearing loop rather than the audio description device, then actually when it came down to the description itself I never once had a dedicated audio description and that's despite going to a whole variety of events, including the opening ceremony, through to a number of other things.

White
So what you actually got from your e-mails to us you got a lot of commentary which was usually fine but it made the assumption you could see?

Johnson
That's absolutely correct and a good example of that was at the sailing at Nothe Fortress in Weymouth where at one stage they said we're not going to commentate on the race in front of you because you can all see it.

White
Okay.  On the occasions I went myself I took a radio and listened to 5 Live, wouldn't that have been just as good?

Johnson
Yes we actually did - we did invest in a radio halfway through our time in Weymouth but I take the point.

White
Shaun McCarthy, what do you say to those points - Robert - I mean he's saying he enjoyed it, people were helpful but these - all this detailed stuff about getting information and audio description it didn't really work and it's not like he tried it once, he had four or five experiences, maybe more?

McCarthy
Yeah it is slightly confusing.  We followed this up with LOCOG as a result of getting Robert's e-mail last week and I got a fairly generic response from LOCOG to say they'd got some great feedback on their audio descriptions and obviously Robert's feedback is not great.  Certainly the information available - we have a blind commissioner on my commission Andy Shipley who's been testing some of this out today - and we've had information from LOCOG to suggest that audio descriptions are available for some sports but not for other sports.  But he phoned the helpline today and was told that they were available for all sports.  So the information available is not as good as it should be and needs to be improved during the Paralympics.

White
And why do you think that is given that they made quite a lot of the fact that audio description was going to be there and it is a system which gets plenty of - you know people use it in other areas - in the theatre, it's used on television and so forth - why do you think that might be, is it over ambitious to expect that to be for every event for example?

McCarthy
I think LOCOG set out hugely ambitious targets for all aspects of sustainability and I think to say this should be everybody's games and to really try and set out an agenda for everybody's ability was massively ambitious and I think, as you quite rightly say Robert, LOCOG do need to be complimented for the efforts that they've made but they haven't got it quite right and it could be related to training for volunteers but the inherent information available - the helpline should know and specifically for disabled people and we had one story from LOCOG's press office and another story from the helpline even following up the investigations today.  So the information does need to be more consistent and that's a lesson for the Paralympics and for the future.

White
One of the major successes hailed during the Olympics were the volunteers and Robert's confirmed that - the so called games makers.  There were 70,000 of them and part of the diversity pledge was that a proportion would themselves be disabled.  Well Terry White was one of them, Terry's visually impaired and he's with us.  How were you selected, how did you get to do this Terry?

Terry White
Well I applied early last year, early 2011, I filled a very long application form out, fortunately I could do it over the phone, then I didn't hear anything for quite a time, in fact I didn't hear anything until about a year later.  And I had to have one or two telephone interviews, which were about half an hour long each time.

White
But you did get the gig?

Terry White
Yep.

White
And what were you doing - when the games were on what was your job?

Terry White
Well I was working with the fencing team, I think they put me in the fencing team because I mentioned it in my interview that I used to do fencing, I used to be a fencer.  I'm now totally blind but they put me in the fencing team and that was a team of 15 people with the team leader - 16 altogether.

White
Bearing in mind the things that Robert was saying how much were you told actually about how to help your own group of people, if you like, visually impaired people at things like audio description, was that mentioned to you?

Terry White
No there was no mention of audio description until I - I actually was very fortunate, I went to the athletics, I was there for Mo Farrah's 5,000 metres gold medal win and I was given a headset actually which was quite a good commentary but because the roar of the crowd got so loud in the end, even though I had it on full volume, I couldn't hear it in the end.  So in the end I gave up with that and started cheering with the rest of the crowd, entered the real spirit of it anyway - hands up and everything.

White
What about other advice specifically aimed at being able to identify problems of visually impaired people or did they assume that because you were you'd know what to do?

Terry White
I think they mostly assumed that, I mean I was the only one around actually, certainly the only one in our team.

White
And you're doing Paralympics as well?

Terry White
I'm doing that now yes.

White
So has there been additional training for that?

Terry White
A little bit yes, VSTs they call it, venue specific training, but they don't actually - when I got my first training they didn't actually tell me exactly what I was going to be doing, I didn't know until I actually got there on the day.

White
Right, well someone who also knows about this is Lindsay Armstrong, she too is visually impaired and she volunteered to help at the Paralympics and she explained to Maurizio Molinari what kind of training she was offered.

Armstrong
Well the first training session was back in February in Wembley and basically we had to go to the arena and it was very much a basic introduction to London 2012, so a bit about the history of the Olympic and the Paralympics and a little bit about the games maker role, so very, very general orientation training.  Then in March/April time I had to attend role specific training, which looks at the role that you're going to be undertaking in more detail, so I'm part of the events team, so it's kind of - that's the public facing role, so it involves looking after the visitors to the games.  And then the last bit of training actually just took place yesterday which is the venue training. So I'm based at North Greenwich Arena and it was kind of a half a day where they talked to you a bit about the arena, how it's structured.  We'll be covering the wheelchair basketball so they explained how wheelchair basketball works, the rules, how the matches are structured.

Molinari
What will you do in practice?

Armstrong
I don't know exactly what my specific task will be, how it was explained to us yesterday that because we're part of the events team you'll actually get a role - a specific job allocated to you on the day, so it could be anything from scanning tickets, it could be helping people find their seats, it could be kind of crowd control, it could be supporting those with access needs.  So basically when you check in for your shift you're then allocated responsibilities really.

Molinari
You'll be confronted with extra challenges because you're blind, so I mean how do you feel?

Armstrong
I'm partially sighted, so my sight's not too bad, it's quite usable, so I'd be lying if I said I wasn't a little bit nervous.  I think my concerns would be more just general things like just understanding - because obviously it's quite a big venue - so getting familiar with the venue in quite a short space of time and just learning all the information that we need to be aware of.  I think with a lot of things it's often hard to know until you get there what support you might really need until you actually start doing the job.  But they seem to be - in all the volunteers, all the managers that we've spoken to, I think because the theme of London 2012 was so focused on access and inclusion on kind of leaving a legacy and being the most accessible games that's given some degree of reassurance to me and probably to others as well that they will do their utmost to try and meet people's needs.

White
Lindsay Armstrong.  Terry White, does that sound like what you had to do because what strikes me about that is just how much there is for you to have to know, would you confirm that - that in a way you don't know what you're going to have to do until you turn up there?

Terry White
Yes more or less yes.  I've been working with the - at the info desk - I've been working in the athletes village and I've had a wonderful time.  I've had lots of help from fellow games makers, I've had lots of athletes coming up to stroke the dog, so I've been fortunate there because I got to meet a lot of athletes that a lot of people wouldn't get a chance to meet, I was even fortunate enough to actually hold a German girl's gold medal, she let me hold her medal and they are really heavy, solid, heavier than a horseshoe, probably as heavy as two horseshoes.

White
Shaun - Shaun McCarthy, if I can just come to you, because one of the things that strikes me is if we're expecting the games makers to do all these things is that perhaps one of the problems, I mean everybody says the same - that the games makers were brilliant - and I went and I'd confirm  that - but I mean is it right that they should have to be giving all this information given the time that they had and the amount of information that they'd have to give?

McCarthy
Hats off to the games makers because they do have to absorb so much information and know so much for members of the public, I think it's inevitable that some things are going not be perfect because they apply early and then they come in quite late and they receive as much training as they can.

White
But I mean one can see that giving directions and that kind of thing and where things are, that you could probably do but you're actually - it sounds like you're expected to have technical information as well and being able to make things work.

McCarthy
Well that's right, I mean specific information, obviously we've been talking about audio description which must be one of a thousand things that the games makers need to know something about but it wouldn't be unreasonable to expect their supervisors, for instance, to know and for people to go refer back and know where to get the information if they don't have it themselves and I think that's where the source of the information possibly needs to be improved.  But yeah you're right the games makers have been fantastic.

White
Now this is supposed to be...

Terry White
They certainly have.

White
Sorry, yeah, this is supposed to have put down a marker, in a way, for what happens in the future.  Now the Commission for Sustainable London 2012, that's due to end, isn't it, it finishes its remit next year, so what are the plans to see that this isn't just a flash in the pan, that what we've learned will be sustained and continued?

McCarthy
Yeah we're planning to do a review next year called Beyond 2012 where we're going to start to look externally at different sectors to see if there has been an Olympic effect on more sustainable and inclusive behaviour in various sectors and I think the construction sector is a good example because the ODA had a fantastic approach to accessibility in the built environment.

White
That's the Olympic Development Authority.

McCarthy
The Olympic Development Authority, that's correct.  And we're starting to see that behaviour now move across into the construction sector.  I would like to see a lot more within event management and sport to say well can we not only emulate what LOCOG have done but actually improve on it.

White
What about transport - I mean we know that a lot of things were done in and around the area of the games but everybody knows that there are still problems on the underground, for example, who's going to monitor that when you're gone?

McCarthy
Well there aren't any plans for the commission, as an organisation, to continue beyond the games, we were something that was set up specifically for the games.  But we did make a recommendation in our own legacy review that consideration should be given to an organisation like ours for London in the future, for major London projects and London operations because I think having somebody to hold organisations to account makes a difference.

White
At the moment a lot of the things you've been promoting for the Olympics and Paralympics they happen spasmodically in usual life and from what Robert said at the Olympics too, I mean audio description we've talked about a lot, it happens in theatres and films, some TV programmes but by no means for every production, I mean should this stimulate the idea that such services could be regarded as the norm rather than a bit of a treat that we get if somebody feels like doing it?

McCarthy
I think it should be Peter and certainly although the games experience for Robert was imperfect at least there was an intention to say this is the games for everybody.  And I think, yeah, most organisations should actually strive for that and I would like to see an Olympic effect on more inclusive behaviour going forward.

White
Robert Johnson, let me bring - I mean what would you like to see, not only in the future but perhaps from tomorrow as far as the Paralympics are concerned, I mean this is now happening all over again?

Johnson
I think in the area of audio description it would be helpful if even if they can't manage to put a full system in place that they could follow through on their intention to train commentators to express visual information and not to assume that people can see everything.

White
And Terry, very quickly, what things that you might like to see or was it all perfect?

Terry White
Well as far as I'm concerned I think London 2012 I think they put a fantastic show on, I've had a great experience, I'd say let the games begin and let the spirit of the games continue.

White
Let's leave it there on that up note.  Terry White, Robert Johnson, Shaun McCarthy - thank you all very much indeed.

That is it for today but do tell us of your own experiences of the Paralympics if you're going or watching or listening to the coverage.  You can call our actionline on 0800 044 044 for 24 hours after tonight's programme, you can e-mail intouch@bbc.co.uk and there's a free download of today's programme from our website available from tomorrow.  From me, Peter White, my producer Lee Kumutat and the team, goodbye.







